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Together we
achieve more

Greenock morton is a club
with such rich history and
many strong traditions.

The club has existed for 150 years and today we continue to
write incredible chapters in the greenock morton story.

by launching our new club strategy we aim to provide a
direction of travel, a plan and an identity for our staff, our
investors and most importantly our supporters as we try to
continue the progression of greenock morton fc both on and
off the field. 

to get to this point we have worked extremely hard to create
pillars and values that we feel reflect both the club and the
inverclyde community which we serve. those pillars and
values have then been set with a number of tactics that we
hope will help us fulfil our strategies and objective over the
next 3 years. 

with the support of everybody involved, we can make this a
three-year plan that sees growth, development and strength
at the forefront of everything we do and everything we are.

we look forward to you being part of the journey with us.

Greenock morton fc board of directors
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OUR CORE VALUES
PASSION
We are passionate about our club, our people and

our role in the local community.

INTEGRITY
We treat each other with respect at all times to

create a strong culture.

FOCUS
We set challenging and measurable targets

that we aim to EMBRACE & exceed. 

DISCIPLINE
We command standards from ourselves and those

around us to create a strong working environment.
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OUR OBJECTIVE
To be a sustainable and successful

football club that competes in the

top 16 of Scottish football and

develops talent, whilst proudly

representing Inverclyde and its

people on a pathway of 

continuous improvement.

OUR strategy

interaction Innovate

Institution



STRATEGY 1

develop on best practices from leading football clubs to create

a high-performance environment in our football & academy

departments unique to our club.

establish a recruitment model for attracting and developing

young talent, providing engaging pathways for growth.

develop a robust medical & sports science department to

enhance player and staff development.

collaborate with local businesses to create investment

opportunities aligned with the club’s goals.

position the club as a key player in the local business community

through positive delivery, creative thinking and engagement. 

explore creative ways to enhance the club’s infrastructure and

pursue fresh approaches for financial investment from

external sources.

Innovate
TACTICS

STRATEGY 2
institution
TACTICS

Develop a comprehensive football strategy covering

recruitment, academy, player development and sustainable

transfer business. 

excel in scottish football cup competitions.

establish clear and accessible policies and procedures to

empower and support club members and staff.

foster an identity & culture of hardwork, achievement and

success  through effective management.

implement a strong onboarding process for new team members

and staff to integrate easily in to the club’s culture.

ensure the club’s compliance is meeting the highest standards in

club licensing, safeguarding and with national & international

governing bodies. 



TACTICS
Support morton in the community and enhance cappielow’s

reputation as a central hub

continue to support the growth of the greenock morton fc

womens team and pathway.

strengthen bonds with the local community, partners and

stakeholders including young people and the next

generation of greenock morton fans.

introduce engaging matchday themes to connect supporters

with the club. 

maintain attractive ticket pricing and incentives for match

attendance.

establish a staff training pathway to invest in the

development of our people

STRATEGY 3
interaction


